appropriate the very stereotypes they hope to debunk, how do they do so, and to what ends? Moreover, should they appropriate stereotypes? If they do not, does this make them ineffective Native voices?
And what is the scholar's responsibility in locating Native voices? In the case of collaborative Native American autobiography, Kathleen M. Sands, in her essay "Cooperation and Resistance," calls for critics to move away from Western critical theory, which in her view ironically silences Native voices and Native traditions themselves. Sands argues,"we have limited ourselves to reading Native American collaborative autobiography almost exclusively in terms of Euro-American political and literary theories" (139). She argues that for scholars to properly engage Native American texts "demands intensive study of oral traditions and linguistics" (141). This does not mean, of course, that a scholar's understanding of a particular First Nation's "traditions and linguistics" isn't without its difficulties, for the scholar inevitably runs the risk of replicating colonial practices of speaking for that First Nation.
The book is not presumptuous about its importance. As Kathryn Shanley acknowledges in her "Afterword," "American Indian writers do and will continue to represent tribal worldviews through the myriad of literary and artistic forms that capture their imaginations … and those writings will do more than any metacriticism can" (226). But Shanely makes the case in her essay, "The Indians America Loves to Love and Read," that scholarly questions about the representations of Native Americans are still highly relevant. For instance, regarding the question of just who constitutes a genuine Native author, she argues, "much is at stake. To the grassroots activist, more pressing concerns related to basic survivalhealth, education, and welfare-receive first priority; ongoing legal battles and negotiations with state and federal governments preoccupy Indian leadership as well" (33). In other words, questions about the representations of Native Americans, and who controls these representations, affects the ability of Native Americans to speak on their own terms against the dominant culture, which in turn can impede their ability to produce positive social change.
Many critics, as is readily acknowledged throughout the book, have addressed the representation of Native Americans in popular culture and literature, but this book extends this critical discourse for those in Native American Studies and anyone working in American culture and literature. Moreover, one reads this book with the clear sense that these critics are morally committed to what they're writing about. The book implicitly suggests that this moral commitment must find linkages to a wider American audience if it is going to mean anything in terms of positive social transformation. ❈
